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SPECIAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. RDSO/ELRS/SMI/45

1. Title
Breakage of roll pin of the isolator mechanism of DJ type 30i250 HBB make.

2. Application
All locos and EMUs fitted with DJ type 30i250 HBB make.

3. Object of special maintenance instructions :
A  few  cases  have  been  reported  by  railways  in  which  roll  pin 
( mechanandous pin) of the isolator mechanism of DJ had broken resulting in 
failure  of  equipment.  Investigations  have  revealed  that  it  happens  due  to 
loosening of the flange on the shaft. Verify this aspect on these failure cases 
as instructed below and fit two roll pins instead of one.

4. Insructions drawing
RDSO SK. EL. 3068.

5. Instructions
(i) If the roll pin (4) (see SK. EL. 3068 enclosed) is broken, dismantle the 

pin insulator of isolator mechanism from flange (1) Remove the broken 
roll pin. Check that the shaft (3) is not loose on the flange and the key 
is tightly fitted.  In case the flange is loose on the shaft,  replace the 
entire assembly.  Fit a new set obtainable from M/s Hindustan Brown 
boveri, P.O. Box No. 124, Mareja, Vadodara 391710. The new supplies 
from DJ No. IB 000914 has been provided with tighter tolerances and 
heavy interference fitment for shaft, flange and keyway.

(ii) Fit double roll pins of size 8 * 40 and 5 * 40 instead of single roll pin 
of sixe 8x40 as provided on original supplies by M/s Hindustan Brown 
Boveri.obtain  the  roll  pins  from  M/s  Hindustan  Brown  Boveri, 
Vadodara.

6. Periodicity of Implementation
a) During IOH.

b) In cases where roll pins have broken.



7. Agency of implementation
Railways on locos and EMUs in service. 

8. Distribution As per list enclosed. 
As per list enclosed.

Encl: 1 RDSO SK. EL. 3068

      2. Distribution list.
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for Director General/Elec.






